Exploration of hemispheric specialization and lexico-semantic processing in unilateral temporal lobe epilepsy with verbal fluency tasks.
Verbal production has been shown to rely on both hemispheres differentially. To determine how lateralized brain lesions affect the generation of isolated words, we evaluated three subject groups: normal controls (n=22), and patients with right (n=23), and left (n=22) non-operated temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) using three verbal fluency tasks (letter, phonetic, semantic). LTLE patients produced fewer words than controls in the phonetic, letter, semantic conditions, whereas RTLE patients were only impaired in the semantic task. Hence, there would be a hemispheric specialization in language where phonetic processing involves mostly the left temporal lobe and semantic aspects of production involve both temporal lobes. And, in order to study disruption of semantic lexicon involved in supermarket fluency (to name things which can be bought in a supermarket), specific indicators Tröster et al., (1998) [Tröster AI, Fields JA, Testa JA, Paul RH, Blanco CR, Hames KA, Salmon DP, Beatty WW. Cortical and subcortical influences on clustering and switching in the performance of verbal fluency Tasks, Neuropsychologia 1998;36:295-304.] were exploited. Our results indicated that TLE groups made fewer category shifts than controls. Also, RTLE patients used labels more frequently and produced fewer exemplars. Results show the specificity of processing according to cue, and suggest that the semantic fluency deficits due to TLE be primarily due to an alteration of the mental lexicon.